Abstract
Introduction
To support connectionless data traffic in B-ISDN one must consider the following three aspects: Architecture. Three different schemes have been proposed for implementing connectionless data transport services on top of ATM Networks [14] : (2) In the On-Demand scheme, a virtual channel connection (VCC) is established for each packet'. The result is a fully meshed network of virtual paths (VPs) that connect the IWUs, forming a virtual network of VPs on top of the ATM network. Note that multipath schemes can be implemented on a per-connection basis or on a per-packet basis. Recently it was shown that per-packet multipath routing [9] yields a better performance, even though the method incurs resequencing delays.
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We study a per-packet multipath routing scheme which couples congestion control with the routing. The first scheme that considered a coupling of congestion control and routing is proposed in [16] . The scheme provides each pair of IWUs with several parallel VPs, initially without any bandwidth allocation. When a burst must be sent, a broadcast request process is initiated on all paths. All paths independently try to allocate the bandwidth requested. The packet is transmitted along one of t,he VPs that have sufficient bandwidth available. The rest of the VPs release their bandwidth. However ~ bandwidth reservation on a burst-by-burst basis incurs control overhead and may result in excessively long delays if the propagation delay between the source-destination pair is long.
We address the problem of connectionless traffic management in ATM networks CLS and the semipermanent VP a,rchitectures. We propose an adaptive multipath routing mechanism that achieves efficient statistical multiplexing of connectionless traffic and incorporates congestion control based on a periodic feedback mechanism. Packets are distributed among multiple VPs according to the information obtained from the feedback scheme. The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the adaptive multipath routing scheme. In Section 3 we study the performance of the new method through simulation experiments. In Section 4 we conclude the paper.
2 Adaptive Multipath Routing of Con- nectioiiless Traffic
We consider a n architecture with Semi-permanent Connections where each IWU can choose between different VPs for transmitting a packet. Cells of the same packet are transmitted on the same VP. The steps of our method are outlined as follows:
Step 1: Multiple VP Set-Up. We assign several semi-permanent VPs, pla.ced on different routes, for each IWU-IWU pair that interconnects connectionless sources.
Step 2: Bandwidth Reservation for Connectionless Traffic. To prevent connection-oriented traffic from affecting the bandwidth available to connectionless traffic, a fixed amount of bandwidth is reserved for exclusive use by connectionless traffic. In our case, this amount of bandwidth is split among the semi-permanent VPs assigned to the source IWUdestination IWU pairs. The bandwidth reservation should be pessimistic to account for the burstiness of connectionless traffic. We propose to use the estimation method presented in [15] .
Step 3: Adaptive Multipath Routing. At a source IWU, the arriving packet is probabilistically routed on any one of the multiple routes. The probability for choosing a particular VP depends on the relative utilization of the links on the route of the VP.
The probabilities for the VPs are dynamically updated using the feedback mechanism suggested in [4] . We can assume that these actions will take place after the segmentation, and before setting the VPIs of the cells of a new packet. The process of updating the VPI consists of sirnply checking the SAR Type (Segmentation And Reassembly Type) of the SAR-PDU header if AAL 3/4 is being used, or the P'TI (Payload Type Indicator) of the ATM cell header if AAL 5 is being used [8] , and running the procedure when the last cell of a packet is delivered to the ATM layer, which will give us the new VPI. Feedback Mechanism. For updating the routing probabilities we require that the IWUs receive congestion information from the network. Our metric for network congestion is the one suggested in [4] , i.e., the maxim u m buffer occupancy a t a switch encountered by a packet on its route. We propose a feedback procedure where control cell that indicate the congestion of a route are sent by the destination at periodic intervals. The payload of the control cells contains the maximum average utilization of the buffers at any switch on the route of a VP, where the averaging interval is given by the time interval between two consecutive control cell arrivals. When receiving a control cell, a switch compares its buffer utilization with the current contents of the control cell, and writes the greater value into the control cell.
Performance Evaluation
We have investigated the efficiency of the multipath scheme in a set of simulation experiments. We have implemented a simulator to model the ATM network shown in Figure 3 (Rx,,,) . T h e duration of the HIGH (LOW) state is exponentially distributed with mean TXL,9h (TXlo,) . We distinguish 'congested' and 'uncongested' links with different parameters for the cross traffic. The parameters for the links of the same VP are assumed to be identical. The paramters are given in Table 2 .
Next we discuss the results of two simulation experiments. In the first experiment, we compare the performance of the single path option against the multipath option. Our performance measure is the cell loss ratio (CLR) of the connectionless sources, that is, the proportion of connectionless cells that are dropped in the network. In the second experiment, we study the stability of the adaptive routing method.
Experiment I
In this experiment, we measure the sensitivity of the cell loss ratios to changes of the number of connectionless sources. We assume the links of VP1, L11 and L l 2 , are congested while the other links are uncongested. The number of connectionless sources is varied between SCL = 18 and SCL ="36 in the twopaths scenario, and between SCL = 15 and SCI, = 66 Number of Connectionless Sources (a) with two parallel VPs Figure 4 . We observe that the multipath option consistently performs better, i.e., has a lower CLR value than the single path option. In the three-paths scenario, both options have similar CLR values initially, but with the increase in the number of connectionless sources, the multipath option is clearly seen to be superior.
Experiment I1
In this experiment, we study the transient behavior of the multipath option to demonstrate that the algorithm is stable. We plot the probabilities for selecting any of the three VPs as calculated by the feedback mechanism over a period of time. The setup for this experiment is different from the previous experiments. We only consider the three-path case and assume that all VPs have identical cross traffic rates of R X h l q h = 12QMb/s and Rx,,, = SOMb/s. Also, the state transitions of the cross traffic on the links are now deterministic. Initially, all links are in the LOW state. In the experiment, all links of a particular VP undergo state transitions simultaneously. The order of transitions is indicated in Figure 5 . The parameters for the connectionless sources are as given in Table 1 . The number of connectionless sources is fixed at Scr, = 42. The simulation results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 .
We now discuss the experiment in greater detail:
The cross traffic at all links start in the LOW state. As the traffic load on each of the VPs is the same, the feedback mechanism sets the routing probability to 1/3 on the average.
The cross traffic at the links of VP2,
Lzl and L22 goes to the HIGH state. This raises the traffic load on VP2, leading to congestion. The feedback mechanism detects the congestion and causes the routing probability of VP2 to be at 0 for most of the interval, and those of VP1 and VP3 to be at 0.5. Due to the random arrival of cells at the switches and partly due to the adaptive nature of the multipath scheme, it can be observed that the routing probabilities fluctuate.
The cross traffic at links and L32 of VP3 changes from LOW to HIGH. Now, the links of both VP2 and VP3 have high traffic levels compared to the links of VP1. The buildup of congestion causes the routing probabilities of VP2 and VP3 to be at 0.17 during most of the interval, while that of VP1 is at 0.66. of VP3 returns to the LOW state. All links in the network are now uncongested. Accordingly, the routing probabilities of all VPs are now at 0.33 on the average.
The short term dynamic behavior of the feedback mechanism is shown in Figure 6 , which plots the routing probabilities over the time period 0.lsec-s < t < 0.13 secs. In the figure, the cross traffic experienced by VP1 and V P 3 are in the LOW state and that at V P 2 is in the HIGH state. We observe that the routing probabilities of the three VPs alternate between two different sets of values. 
Conclusions
Our proposal t o support connectionless traffic in an ATM network is based on the approach of defining a virtual network of VPs overlaid on top of an ATM network. 'The management of the virtual network is performed by the IWUs. Presently, the virtual network is defined in such a way that every connectionless source IWU-destination IWU pair is interconnected by at least two independent paths. A fixed amount of bandwidth is allocated among the VPs connecting the same source IWU-destinatioq IWU pair. We have proposed a scheme that detects congestion in the VPs and adapts the traffic distribution between the multiple VPs accordingly. We have performed simulations to show that our adaptive multi-path routing scheme provides a lower cell loss ratio for connectionless traffic in the face of congestion as compared to static multipath routing.
